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2is then used |together with high{quality single{particle
operations| to implement in a deterministic way two{
particle gates between the logical qubits. For instance,




can be realized us-
ing schemes presented in Ref. [10{12]. We nd that the
physical two{particle gate need only be weakly entan-
gling or may even be probabilistic (i.e. the operation
need to be successful only with some non{zero probabil-
ity) and the error rate can be as high as 2=3. This still
allows one to realize deterministic logical two{qubit gates
whose quality is of the same order of magnitude as the
single{particle operations. This means that the thresh-
olds for fault tolerant quantum computation are solely
determined by the quality of single{particle operations.
The requirements to build a scalable quantum computer
thus reduce to provide small (d  32), well controllable
systems which interact by some means, where the inter-
action may be very noisy or even probabilistic. In what
follows, we will discuss this scheme in detail for two par-
ticles, A and B.
We start with the creation and purication of noisy
entanglement. Consider a situation where several, say
n
0




, k  2, have been created using the physical two{
particle interaction. Standard entanglement purication
methods, e.g. the recurrence protocol of Ref. [7], can be
applied to purify the n
0
noisy entangled pairs and eventu-
ally to end up with a single entangled pair of higher qual-




. Imperfections in single{
particle operations still allow us to increase the quality
of the entangled pairs up to a certain point |depending
of the quality of single{particle operations| however no
maximally entangled states can be created under these
circumstances [4, 5]. Nevertheless, we will consider such
situation in the following. Using the standard recurrence
methods [7, 13] (or other methods such as hashing or
breeding [7]) typically requires the storage of hundreds
of entangled pairs. However, storing n
0
entangled pairs





particle, which quickly becomes impractical simply be-
cause no suÆcient number of controllable levels are avail-
able. To avoid this exponential overhead in the number
of dimensions, we propose to use a novel, modied en-
tanglement purication scheme which consists of nested
entanglement pumping.
The main idea is to use this entanglement pumping,
that is to use the (noisy) two{particle gate to repeat-










[4]. The advantage of such scheme is that
only two virtual subsystems per particle are required.
However, as the purication process has to be restarted
from the beginning as soon as one purication step fails,
the time required to implement entanglement pumping as
compared to the standard recurrence method is (polyno-
mially) higher. It should be mentioned that even under
ideal conditions, no maximally entangled states can be
created using entanglement pumping, but the delity of
the pairs can only be increased by a certain amount. This
last problem can be overcome by using a nested scheme in





most) up to its highest reachable value and then used to
purify another such pair (which was created in the same




. For each nesting level,
one additional virtual subsystem per particle is required.
We have performed numerical investigation of the nested
entanglement pumping scheme and found that when con-
sidering imperfect operations (CNOTS, measurements),
the minimal required delity as well as the reachable -
delity of the pairs is the same as in the recurrence method
of Ref. [13], and only a few nesting levels are required
[14]. In particular, at most three nesting levels, i.e. a
total of d  32 dimensions per particle, are required to
ensure that achievable logical two{qubit gate error rates
are at the same order of magnitude as the error rates
of single{particle operations. This is valid as long as er-





, while error rates for physical two{particle
gates are at the order of 0:2 or lower. That is, the nested
entanglement pumping combines the high tolerable error
rates with few physical resources at the price of (poly-
nomial) time overhead. Note that since entanglement
pumping is itself a probabilistic process, the creation of
the entangled pairs (and thus the two{particle gate) do
not need to be deterministic. It only has to be known
when the gate was successful. While such a probabilistic
gate may completely destroy the performance of a quan-
tum computation when applied directly to data{qubits
(as the whole computation has to be restarted each time
a gate fails), this is not the case in our proposal, since the
information carrying qubits are uneected by the proba-
bilistic gate.
The puried entangled pair created in this way can
then be used to implement deterministically a two{





. In case the pair is maximally
entangled and the single{particle operations are per-
fect, this can be accomplished with unit delity. Given







2(j00i+ j11i), the following sequence of single{









, (ii) measurement of A
2
in z{basis,
















in x{basis, depending on outcome
of measurement, apply 1l
A
1





come '1'). In a similar way one may also realize arbi-
trary two{qubit operations (instead of CNOT) or even
multi{qubit operation by purifying and consuming cer-
tain (multipartite) entangled states, following e.g. the
scheme proposed in Ref. [12]. For not maximally entan-
gled pairs and imperfect single{particle operations, the
two{particle gate is realized only in an imperfect way.
The corresponding completely positive map E can be
obtained by carrying out (i)-(iii), taking imperfections
of single{particle gates and measurement into account,
3and considering a non{maximally entangled state, e.g.





= xjihj + (1   x)=41l, which
can always be achieved using depolarization. We will use
the average gate delity,











as a measure of the quality of the imperfect operation E
and will refer to p  (1 

F ) as error rate of the operation.
Note that given E ,

F can be easily evaluated using the
results of Ref. [15].
We have analyzed the inuence of imperfections on the
scheme described above. In order to illustrate our re-
sults, we describe imperfect single{particle operations by
a simple error model which was also used in the con-
text of quantum repeaters [4], however the application of
our scheme is not restricted to such error model but uni-
versal. We describe imperfect single{particle operations

































While with probability q the desired gate is performed,
with probability (1   q) the gate fails and a completely
depolarized state is produced. The average gate delity

F for this imperfect operation is given by

F = (3q+1)=4,
which implies an error rate p = 3=4(1 q). Such an error
model may be used to reect our restricted knowledge on
the kind of error. Imperfect projective measurements are



























, is obtained with probability . For sim-
plicity, we consider  = q. Our analysis considers both
(nested) entanglement purication with imperfect means
as well as realization of the logical two{particle gate us-
ing noisy entangled states and imperfect single{particle
operations. Fig. (1) shows the achievable achievable gate
error rate for logical two{qubit operations as a function
of single{particle gate error rate. The dierent curves
correspond to dierent numbers of nesting levels for en-
tanglement pumping and dierent gate delities of phys-
ical two{particle interaction. Single{particle operations
with a low error rate allow us to decrease error rates of
two{particle operations by several orders of magnitude.
In order to realize the scheme, it is necessary that
the operations we perform respect the virtual tensor-
product structure we imposed. In particular, our scheme
requires the realizability of the following operations: (i)
Entangling two{particle gate E acting only on specic





aecting other virtual subsystems. (ii) Single{particle
measurement on one virtual subsystem without aect-
ing other virtual subsystems. (iii) Arbitrary unitary
operations on one virtual subsystem. (iv) CNOT and












On the one hand, (i) imposes conditions on the (non{
local) two{particle interactions, namely that the com-
pletely positive map E representing the two{particle op-





not aect other virtual subsystems, i.e. act as 1l on the
remaining virtual subsystems. Note that the division of
d{dimensional Hilbert space into virtual subsystems is
arbitrary and may we choosen in such a way that this
condition can be fullled. In addition, E needs to be ca-
pable to create entanglement, which can e.g. be checked
using the results of Ref. [12]. For imperfect two{particle













=CNOT, the gate is entan-
gling i q
0
> 1=9. For high delity single{ particle op-
erations, this also determines the highest tolerable error
rate p  2=3 of physical two{particle gates for which our
scheme is applicable. Conditions (ii)-(iv) concern (local)
single particle operations and may be replaced by the
ability to perform arbitrary single{particle operations,
however this may be more diÆcult to achieve. While
(iii) ensures the ability to manipulate the logical qubit,
(ii) and (iv) are required to realize nested entanglement
pumping and for the realization of the logical two{qubit
gate by consuming entanglement. For example, CNOT




, together with E , are required to create and pu-
rify two noisy pairs. The purication step also involves
measurements on virtual subsystems X
2
, which clearly
should not aect other virtual subsystems that are used
to store logical qubits or other entangled pairs.
We would also like to emphasize that metastable states
(i.e. long decoherence times) are solely required for the
virtual subsystems X
1
, as the additional virtual subsys-
tems are used only when implementing a two{qubit in-
teraction. To be specic, coherence of the additional vir-
tual subsystems is required only on timescales needed to
implement a logical two{qubit gate using the scheme de-
scribed above, while coherence of logical qubits (X
1
) has
to be maintained, as usual, over the whole time required
for the quantum computation. This allows one to use
e.g. motional states of ions or neutral atoms as virtual
subsystems which decoherence time is much shorter than
the one of the electronic states.
We will now briey discuss possible implementations
of our scheme, taking conditions (i)-(iv) into account.
As and example consider an array of ions trapped in
microtraps, following the proposal of Ref. [16]. The
electronic and motional states of trapped ions provide
the additional levels required to implement our scheme.
The motional states (in x and y directions) are used
to temporally store logical qubits and previously gen-
erated entangled states, while electronic states of ions
are used to generate entanglement between neighbor-
ing ions by applying the two{particle gate proposed in
Ref. [16] which is based on Coloumb interaction. Re-
quirements (i),(iii) and (iv) can be met in such a set{
up using present{day technology [14]. In fact, several
ingredients, e.g. local CNOT gates between electronic
4and motional states have already been experimentally
demonstrated [17]. However, (ii), the measurement of
electronic states using spectroscopic methods seems to
require either tighter traps (smaller Lamb-Dicke param-
eter) or more eÆcient detectors. Alternatively, one may
embed each ion into a cavity, thereby directing the emis-
sion of photons into z{direction to avoid recoil kicks in
x and y direction which would otherwise destroy the co-
herence of the motional states. Similarly, neutral atoms
trapped in dipole traps or optical lattices may be used,
with e.g. the two{particle gate proposed in Ref. [18] is
applied.
Our scheme is also applicable in a concatenated sce-
nario in situations where operations at dierent levels are
not equally diÆcult to realize. In this case, operations at
the lowest concatenation level completely determine the
achievable quality of operations at highest level. Such a
situation may e.g. occur in distributed quantum compu-
tation [19]. Consider several ions stored in a Paul trap,
with at least one ion embedded into a cavity. Several
such systems may be placed in the same lab and con-
nected by optical bers, while several such labs form the
set{up for quantum computation. High{quality single{
ion manipulations (electronic and motional state) allow
us to increase the quality of interaction between ions in
the same trap. This high{quality multi{ion interactions
can then be used to increase the quality of interactions
between ions in dierent traps (which typically involves
the exchange of photons and is thus of very low qual-
ity and even not deterministic), and nally to increase
quality of interactions between distant labs and to real-
ize such operations deterministically. Note that in such
set{up, the problem of measurements (ii) at level 2 can be
avoided by using an auxiliary ion solely for measurement
purposes in such a way that the electronic and motional
states of other ions are not aected.
We have shown that entanglement purication is a use-
ful tool also for quantum computation and allows one
to reduce error thresholds for two{particle operations by
several orders of magnitude. This in turn implies that
small (d  32), well controllable physical systems which
interact (in a possible very noisy or even probabilistic
way) are suÆcient to build a fault{tolerant quantum
computer. We have illustrated our results with trapped
neutral atoms and ions. We however believe that they are
applicable to other existing proposals for quantum com-
putation, or may even trigger the design of fault tolerant
proposals especially suitable to meet the requirements of
our scheme.
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